
Principles of Acoustics!



Partch definition of Music!

“Music, ‘good’ or not ‘good,’ has only 
two ingredients that might be called God-
given: the capacity of a body to vibrate 
and produce sound and the mechanism of 
the human ear that registers it.  These two 
ingredients can be studied and analyzed, 
but they cannot be changed; they are the 
comparative constants.  All else in the art 
of music, which may also be studied and 
analyzed, was created by man or is 
implicit in human acts, and is therefore 
subject to the fiercest scrutiny—and 
ultimately to approval, indifference, or 
contempt.  In other words, all else is 
subject to change.” !
!

— Harry Partch, Genesis of a Music (1949)!



Anatomy of a Sound Wave !
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Frequency=Pitch; measured in Hertz 

(Hz) or cycles per second (cps)!

Amplitude=Volume; Measured in 
Decibels (dB)!

Wave Shape=Timbre!

These waves have the same amplitude as above, but different frequencies:!
Higher frequency (2:1)! Lower frequency (2:3)!

Sinusoidal (Sine) Wave:!

peak!

trough!

(octave higher)! (fifth lower)!



Anatomy of a Sound Wave !
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Cycle!
Frequency=Pitch; measured in Herz 

(Hz) or cycles per second (cps)!

Amplitude=Volume; Measured in 
Decibels (Db)!

Wave Shape=Timbre!

These waves have the same frequency as above, but different amplitudes:!
Higher amplitude! Lower amplitude!

Sinusoidal (Sine) Wave:!



Properties of a Vibrating Body:!

Anatomy of a Sound Wave !

1:1—First partial (Fundamental)!

2:1—Second partial (Octave)!

3:1—Third partial (Twelfth)!



Overtone Series and Temperament !
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Benjamin Britten: Serenade for Tenor, Horn, and Strings (1943)—“Prologue” !
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Basic Wave Shapes and Overtones Characteristics !
Component frequencies (“harmonic partials”) for a tone of 100 cycles per second.!

b. Ramp (Sawtooth) Wave!

a. Sine Wave!



Component frequencies (“harmonic partials”) for a tone of 100 cycles per second.!

d. Square Wave!

c. Triangle Wave!

Basic Wave Shapes and Overtones Characteristics !



Attack Envelope !

Attack  
Decay 
Sustain  
Release!

a.  Woodblock!
b. Gong!
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Microtonality!



Charles Ives: Three Quarter-Tone Piano Pieces (1921)!

Piano I: “normal” tuning 
 
!

 
Piano II: quarter-tone low!



Charles Ives: Three Quarter-Tone Piano Pieces (1921)!

ascending microtonal scales (hockets)!

microtonal imitation !



Charles Ives: Three Quarter-Tone Piano Pieces (1921)!



Charles Ives: Three Quarter-Tone Piano Pieces (1921) !



John Eaton playing 
microtonally-tuned pianos.!



Microtonal Notation!

Enharmonic notation of quarter-tones, as compared with standard accidentals: !

Notation of quarter-tone sharps 
proposed by Giuseppe Tartini (1756): !

Two frequently-used flat adaptations 
to the Tartini system: !

Notation of quarter-tone sharps, flats, and naturals with arrows: !

Hybrid system combining Tartini quarter-sharp and adapted quarter-flat symbols:!



Microtonal Notation !

Three versions utilizing arrow notation: !

Version utilizing Tartini notation: !

Version utilizing hybrid notation: !

With no flats 
!

With no sharps 
!

Mixture of flats and sharps!



Microtonal Notation!

Other possible quarter-tone notations: !



Krzysztof Penderecki: Microtonal Notation 
Used in St. Luke’s Passion (1963-65) !



Microtonal Composers!

Alois Hába  
(1893-1973)!

Julian Carrillo  
(1875-1965)!

Ben Johnston 
(b. 1926)!

Harry Partch 
(1901-1974)!



Harry Partch (1901-1974)!



Harry Partch (1901-1974)!

§  Born in Oakland, California; his parents 
were Christian missionaries who recently fled 
China during the Boxer Rebellion.!

§  Burned all of his early works when he 
rejected equal temperament and adopted a 
tuning system that was more suited to natural 
speech inflections. !

§  Designed and built new instruments in order 
to accommodate his 43-tone scale based in 
just intonation.  Referred to himself as “a 
philosophic music-man seduced into 
carpentry.”!

§  During the Depression era, lived as a hobo 
and traveled the country working odd jobs; 
these exploits are chronicled in Bitter Music.!

§  Discussed microtonality, instrument design, 
and corporeality in his 1943 book Genesis of 
a Music.!

§  Formed his own ensemble, dedicated to 
performing his own music.  !

Biographical Sketch!



Tuning relationships in Harry Partch’s 43-Tone Scale!



Harry Partch with his first original instrument, the adapted viola (1933)!



Harry Partch with scale model of his instruments.!



Miscellaneous Instruments !

Harry Partch Instruments!



Left: Cloud Chamber Bowls  
Below: Boo !

Harry Partch Instruments!



Left: Kithara  
Below: Surrogate Kithara  
Right: Harmonic Canon !

Harry Partch Instruments!



Left: Diamond Marimba  
Below: Bass Marimba  
Right: Marimba Eroica !

Harry Partch Instruments!



Left: Xymo-Xyl  
Below: Spoils of War  
Right: Chromelodeon !

Harry Partch Instruments!



Production of Partch’s Delusion of the Fury (1969) !



Harry Partch: Barstow (1941)!
§  Text based upon eight hitch-hiker 
inscriptions found outside of Barstow, 
California during Partch’s hobo years.!

§  Originally scored for “intoning voice” 
accompanied by adapted guitar; Partch 
transcribed the work several timed over a 30-
year period, as his collection of instruments 
expanded. !

§  The work is structured as a series of eight 
episodes, each set apart by a ritornello 
(repeated interlude).  The text is first intoned 
in its original form, then presented in a more 
elaborate version.  !

§  The 1968 transcription includes three 
vocalists, surrogate kithara, chromelodeon I, 
diamond marimba, and boo (bamboo 
marimba); score reflects individual 
approaches of notating pitch for each 
instrument.!



Harry Partch: Barstow (1941/68)!



Harry Partch: Barstow (1941/68)!



Harry Partch: Barstow (1941/68)!



Harry Partch: Barstow (1941/68)!



Harry Partch: Barstow (1941/68)!



Harry Partch: Barstow (1941/68)!



Julian Carrillo: “The Thirteenth Sound”—Preface to Preludio a Colón (1934) !



Julian Carrillo: Preludio a Colón (1934) !



Microtonal notation used by Alois Haba:!



Alois Hába: Phantasie, Op. 9a (1921)!


